
Candidates Seat  No.  GROUP I

1.  ΥΥΥΥΥ  by Searle's method.

Determine the Young's modulus(Y) of material of wire by Searle's method.

Measure the time period (T) for four  differenet lengths  (l) of the wire. Plot the graph of l (Y-
axis) against T2 (X-axis). By using the graph, determine Young's  modulus (Y).

Formula,

Υ  = =

Where Y = Young's modulus of material of wire

T = Period of vibration

l = length of wire

r = radius of wire

I = M. I. of rod = ...................... (gm. cm2) (given)

Scheme of Marking :

1 Correct procedure 6

2 Observations 6

3 Calculations, Graph,result, unit 6

4 Oral 3

5 Journal 16

a) Completion (8)

b) Punctuality (4)

c) Neatness (4)

                                                    Total : 37
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2.  Young's Modulus (Vibration of Bar)

Keep suitable vibrating length of the bar (constant). Place a mass M at the vibrating end of the
bar. Determine periodic time of vibration. Use five different masses. Plot a graph of M (Y-axis) against
T2 (X-axis) . By using the graph determine Young's Modulus Y and mass of vibrating part of the bar.

Formula,

Where

l = length of the vibrating part of the bar.

M= mass attached to the bar.

T = Period of vibration

m= mass of the vibrating part of the bar.

b = breadth of the bar.

d = depth of the bar.

Scheme of Marking :

1 Correct procedure 6

2 Observation 6

3 Calculations, Graph,result,unit 6

4 Oral 3

5 Journal 16

a) Completion (8)

b) Punctuality (4)

c) Neatness (4)
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Y = x Slope   ;    m= (140/33)x Intercept on Y-axis
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3.  Modulus of Rigidity by (Torsional oscillations)

Determine modulus of rigidity of the material of a wire by dynamical method, using a solid
cylinder/disc. Take at least five different observations by changing length of wire.Plot a graph of  l  (Y-
axis) against T2 (X-axis) and determine η from graph.

Formula  η=     =            X Slope

Where l = length of the wire. M = Mass of disc/solid cylinder.

I = Moment of Inertia of disc/solid cylinder.  =.....................................gm. cm2 (Given)

R  = Radius of disc/solid cylinder

r = Radius of wire.

T = Period of Torsional oscillation.

N. B. : The micrometer & vernier readings should be shown to the Examiner.

Scheme of Marking :

1 Procedure 6

2 Tabular form & Observations 6

3 Graph, Calculations, result, unit 6

4 Oral 3

5 Journal 16

a) Completion (8)

b) Punctuality (4)

c) Neatness (4)

                                                    Total : 37
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4.  Surface Tension of Mercury (Quincke's Method)

Place a large flat drop of mercury, on the glass surface. Find the height h of the drop and the
distance h' from the upper surface to the horizontal plane of maximum area with the microscope.
Determine the surface tension 'T' and the angle of contact θ using :

T = g 9 h'2 ; Sin       =

where 9 = density of mercury = 13.6 gm/cc

and g  = acceleration due to gravity = 980 cm/sec2

Repeat the experiment for another large flat drop.

Scheme of Marking :

1 Procedure 6

2 Tabular form, observations, etc. 7

3 Calculations, result and unit 5

4 Oral 3

5 Journal 16

a) Completion (8)

b) Punctuality (4)

c) Neatness (4)

                                                    Total : 37

Signature of the examiner.
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5.  Surface Tension (Method of Ripples)

Use any  suitable device which can produce ripples on the liguid surface and determine the
surface tension of the given liquid by the method of ripples :

T = (2n2 λπ - g)

where T = Surface tension of liquid

λ = Wave length of ripple

n = Frequency of the fork or the vibrator

Scheme of Marking :
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1 Correct Procedure and adjustments 7

2 Observations 6

3 Calculations, result and unit 5

4 Oral 3

5 Journal 16

a) Completion (8)

b) Punctuality (4)

c) Neatness (4)
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= ............................. Hz (Given)

9 = density of liquid = .....    gm./cc(given) 
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6.  Searle's Viscometer

Keep suitable mass  'm' in the pan. Measure peroodic time T for five different heights (H) of
liquid column on cylinder scale. Hence plot a graph of mT  (Y-axis) against height H (along X axis).

η =  
_____________

 =

where H = height of the liquid column measured on the cylinder scale.

h' = length correction (intercept on- X-axis)

a = inner radius of the outer cylinder.

b = outer radius of the inner cylinder.

m = Mass in the pan plus mass of the pan.

g = acceleration due to gravity. = 980 cm/sec2

D = diameter of the drum.

Note : The drum should rotate slowly and uniformly for each reading.
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1 Correct Procedure 6

2 Observations 6

3 Calculations, Graph, result and unit 6
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From graph determine coefficient of viscosity η of liquid and length correction.
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7.  Velocity of sound by Kundt's tube and audio oscillator

Determine the wavelength (λa) of sound waves in air at room temperature for different audio
frequencies (n) produced by using A. F. Generator. Hence determine velocity of sound

i) at room temperature, (Va)

ii) at zero degree celsius, (V0)

Formulae :

Va = nλa

Va = V0 (1 + 
__

 ∝ t)

where ∝ = 0.00367/0C

t = room temperature = .................. 0C (Given)
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1 Correct Procedure 6

2 Observations 6
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8.  Velocity of sound by Resonating Bottle

___
  (X - axis).

Hence determine velocity of sound (7) in air using formula,

72  = 
______

 × slope
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1 Correct Procedure 6
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Measure the volume of resonating air column in the bottle for tuning forks of five different

where 7 = Velocity of sound in air

l = length of the neck

a = cross-section area of neck.

frequencies (n). Plot the graph of volume V (Y-axis) against  
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1.  Fresnel's Biprism

Obtain the interference fringes  by using Fresnel's biprism hence  determine the mean fringe
width. Calculate the wavelength λ of given source of light. Apply bench error.

λ =       , and  d =  √d1d2

where  x = mean fringe width.

d1 = distance between the magnified images.

d2 = distance between the reduced images.

bench error = ..................... cm. (Given)

N. B. : Show your adjustments to the examiner.

Scheme of Marking :
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1 Good stationary fringes, Ray diagram 6

2 Tabular form, observations 6
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2.  Searle's Goniometer (Equivalent focal length)

Find the equivalent focal length 'F' of a system formed by two convex lenses for four different
distances 'd' between them. Plot a graph of 1/F against d with (0, 0) as origin.

Measure the intercepts on both the axes and interpret them.

Scheme of Marking :
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1 Adjustments, procedure, ray diagram 6

2 Tabular form, observation etc. 6
3 Graph, calculations, interpretation 6
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3.  Searle's Goniometer (Cardinal points)

Take a suitable distance 'd' between two coaxial lenses of unequal focal length.  find the
equivalent focal length of the system by Searle's Goniometer and determine the positions of
focal planes for the system.

Hence plot the cardinal points for the system.

Repeat the expt. for another distance 'd' between the two-coaxial lenses.

Scheme of Marking :

1 Adjustments, procedure, ray diagram 6

2 Tabular form & observations 6

3 Calculations, plotting of cardinal points 6

4 Oral 3
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Signature of the examiner.
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4.  Determination of Cauchy's Constants

Adjust the spectrometer for parallel light by Schuster's method.
Measure the angles of minimum deviation (δm) for different colours in the spectrum of the

mercury source produced by prism.
Determine the refractive index (µ) for different colours
Formula

µ = 
_____________

Where θ = Angle of prism = 60 degrees

λ = Wavelength of the colour.

Plot a graph of µ (Y-axis) against __ (X-axis) & hence determine the Cauchy's Constants A & B.

Cauchy's Formula,  µ = A + ___

Colour Wavelength Colour Wavelength

1. Red ....................... Å 4. Blue ....................... Å

2. Yellow ....................... Å 5. Violet ....................... Å

3. Green ....................... Å

Scheme of Marking :

3 Calculations, result 6

4 Oral 3
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1 Adjustments, procedure, ray diagram 5

2 Tabular form & observations, Graph 7
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5.  Resolving Power of a Plane Diffraction Grating

Set up the spectrometer for parallel light and mount the grating on the prism table normal to
the incident light.

Using mercury yellow doublet, determine the angles of diffraction (θ) for the first order only.

Place an auxiliary slit in front of telescope and adjust its width till the doublet in the first order

is just resolved. If 'a' be the slit width then find       for the given pair of lines using the formula,

R. P. =  , Also verify R. P. =         for n = 1

Given λ1 2
Grating element (e) =1.693 x 10-4 cm
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1 Adjustments, procedure, ray diagram 6
2 Tabular form & observations 7
3 Calculations, result 5

 = 5791 ΑU    λ  = 5769 AU.  for mercury yellow doublet,
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6.  Resolving Power of a prism

1 =
 
λ2

width till the doublet is just resolved. If 'a' is this slit width. find  R.P. of prism using the formula:

R.P. =     =

     ii) Angle of prism θ =  60 degrees

Scheme of Marking :

1 Correct procedure a) optical leveling. (3) 7
b) Schuster's method (4)

2 Observations 6
a) Min. deviation position for yellow (3)
b) Correct width of auxilliary slit to resolve
yellow doublet (3)

3 Calculations , results 5

4 Oral 3
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 = 5769 Α] and determine δm.  Put an auxiliary slit in-front of the telescope and adjust its5790 Α
Set the spectrometer in the minimum deviation position for the mercury yellow doublet [λ

(Given) :- i) Cauchy's constant B =-------(given) 

Signature  of the examiner 
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7.  Polarimeter

Using the given polarimeter take observation for distilled water.

Prepare a sugar solution of suitable concentration by dissolving appropriate amount of sugar in
distilled water. Measure the angle of rotation of the plane of polarisation for this solution.

Repeat the experiment for four different concentrations.

Plot a graph of angle of rotation θ (Y-axis) versus concentration of sugar solution m (X-axis).
Hence determine the specific rotation( ∝), using the formula

∝ = =        (slope)

where θ = angle of rotation, m = concentration in gm/cc and L = length of the polarimeter
tube in cm.

Scheme of Marking :
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1 Adjustments, procedure, ray diagram 8

2 Tabular form & observations 5

3 Graph, Calculations, results 5

4 Oral 3
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8.  Double Refracting Prism

You are provided with a double refracting prism (with its optic axis .............. to its edge).

Determine the angles of minimum deviation both for ordinary and extraordinary rays taking
only yellow and blue lines in the spectrum using mercury source. Use a Nicol prism or a polaroid
to identify ordinary and extra-ordinary rays and calculate 'µ' for both the rays. Hence determine
whether the material of prism is positive or negative.

          Formula :  µ =

Scheme of Marking :
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1 Adjustments, procedure, ray diagram 6

3 Calculations, results 5
4 Oral 4
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2 Tabular form & observations etc. 6

Angle of the prism ( A) = 60 degree


